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PRESSURE MAINTENANCE BY CONJOINT INJECTION OF
GAS AND WATER—A WARTIME SUGGESTION
By Frederick Squires
T ITTLE was known of petroleum
*** engineering when the first World
War began. H. L. Doherty had not yet
discovered that oil when saturated
with gas develops a greater fluidity.
The need for retaining the original
reservoir pressure of an oil pool was
not yet appreciated, and the necessity
for its corollary, pool unification, had
not been sensed. Repressuring with
gas and air had only begun. J. O.
Lewis had not yet stated his concept
of restoring high pressure to oil sands
by the injection of gas in order to pro-
duce oil from tight sections as well
as from open sections of the stratum.
Paul D. Torrey had not yet applied
Lewis' idea to water flooding by de-
vising his delayed-drilling technique.
Water flooding itself was usually done
by line flood, which was but a short
step in advance of Carll's ancient ad-
vice of returning water to a reservoir
in the amount of the fluids removed.
A German artillery officer was
using the reflection seismograph to
locate enemy big guns by earth vi-
brations caused by their discharge,
but the idea had not yet been applied
to discovery of oil structures. Electric
well logging was unknown. Drilling
was generally a cable-tool job al-
though the rotary method had been
known since its use at Spindletop. The
laboratory was barely on speaking
terms with the oil field, and such re-
finements as core analysis had not
yet appeared. Dr. Merriam was per-
PROBABLE LIMIT
OF OIL SAND BELT
AS SHOWN BY DRY
HOLES.
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fecting his absorption gasoline-extrac-
tion process but most others were
content to use compression and re-
frigeration. Chemical developments
such as acidizing were not in prac-
tical use.
Knowledge Gained Between the Wars
Between the wars there was a great
advance in comprehension of oil-
reservoir conditions. It was realized
that many strata containing oil reser-
voirs slope downward from the sur-
face, that they are under water pres-
sure, and that the measure of the
pressure on the oil trap is closely re-
lated to the degree of pressure which
would be exerted by a continuous
body of water extending through the
strata from surface to reservoir. From
this observation it was deduced that
the pressure on the reservoir is hy-
drostatic. Gas was found to be in so-
lution in the oil in an amount cor-
responding to that which would be
absorbed at the degree of pressure
and temperature existing in the res-
ervoir. This dissolved gas reduces the
viscosity of the oil. Such a reservoir
is in ideal condition for oil production.
When a well is drilled into an oil
sand which is under water pressure
and which is fully saturated with oil
that contains gas in solution the pres-
sure differential between the reser-
WATER
THIS TO BE USED IN THE BIG
GENERAL SANDS HAVING NO
EASILY DEFINED OUTLINES
CONDITION LIKE THE
HAVENER DEPENDS ON
STATIC HEAD FROM
RIVER OR RUN
Fig. 2
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voir and the surface forces oil up and
out of the well. The gas comes out
of solution in the well bore as the
pressure on the flowing oil is reduced
proportionally to its depth below the
surface. As the oil and gas move out,
edge water moves into the pool in an
effort to restore equilibrium, and if it
were not for the retarding action of
friction i n the sand, the reservoir
fluids would move through the reser-
voir like water through a bent tube.
How fast the pressure in the reser-
voir falls when wells are allowed to
flow wide open depends on the de-
gree of pressure at the water-oil con-
tact in the reservoir, the distance to
be traveled, and the permeability of
the sand. With few exceptions this
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6 PRESSURE MAINTENANCE BY CONJOINT
permeability is not high enough to
permit sufficient additions from edge
water to compensate for the vented
oil and gas. So the pressure declines
in all directions toward the well. With
sufficient decline, gas comes out of
solution from oil at constantly in-
creasing distances back from the well,
and the viscosity of the gas-freed oil
increases. If the permeability is low
there will be a lag in water encroach-
ment that will result in diminishing
pressure and increasing viscosity from
the water at the water-oil contact to
the well itself. Gas comes out of solu-
tion over widening areas, flowing
stops, and pumping will have to be-
gin. Under such conditions it is no
longer possible to extract oil effi-
ciently, yet this condition always
arose, due to the customary produc-
tion practices in oil pools before the
first World War.
The Problem
The writer began to investigate the
conjoint use of gaseous and liquid
media to increase pressures on oil
sands in an effort to correct some of
the evils of the condition just stated
and thus to increase production. His
earliest conception of the conjoint
use of gas and water injection to in-
crease yields from oil sands is best
illustrated by the following letter
written in Marietta, Ohio, December
15, 1915:
"The following is a description of
my 'flood-air pressure' system of ob-
taining oil and gas from porous strata.
"At one part of the Buck Run belt
the over burden on the oil-bearing
stratum was partly cut through by the
Havener Run, and into the shallow
covering above the sand innumerable
wells were 'kicked down' in the old
times and after being abandoned were
left open. During certain seasons of
the year the river overflows its banks
and backs up the Havener Run so
that these old holes let immense
quantities of water into the porous
sandstone. Leases on and near Hav-
ener Run are shown in Fig. 1.
"I noticed nothing unusual about
this except that new wells drilled at
AAA BBB near the run made nothing
but fresh water. We applied air pres-
Fig. 5
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sure at CCC and almost immediately
all the new pumping wells increased
their production of oil much faster
than any of the several hundred wells
at a distance from the run. Also dif-
ferent pressures could be maintained
on different sides of Havener Run.
From these facts I deduced that the
oil between the edges of the sand
DD and the run was entrapped by
them and driven to the included wells
with greater force than was possible
where the air could escape along the
belt. I will divide the effects of using
an inelastic and an elastic pressure
fluid into three heads.
"1. A dam or dams including a
pressure cushion.
"2. Encroaching flood or floods of
inelastic fluids controlled by a coun-
terpressure of elastic fluids.
"3. The raising of the oil level in
the sand between dams to prevent by-
passing of the elastic fluid.
"In (1) the operator floods with salt
water or fresh water under high static
pressure or by means of hydraulic
pumps a portion of an oil or gas-
bearing sand so as to form a barrier,
either by itself or by cooperating with
the edges of the oil-sand belt, to the
escape of (a) the oil or gas and (b) an
elastic pressure fluid used to force
the oil or gas to the included vent-
ing wells. The results are these: the
oil or gas can be kept under the op-
erator's own territory until entirely
removed through his wells; and high
pressures and small losses can be ac-
chieved by using the elastic pressure
fluid that will carry the oil or gas
to the vents. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 illustrate
the possible conditions.
"Condition A has been found in
Pennsylvania where the leases are
mostly rectangular and are drilled
around their boundaries in order to
'offset' the wells of the neighboring
rectangles similarly drilled.
"Condition B is the most general.
Oil sands are usually found in streaks.
We have a case in point where the
theory of B would find practical ap-
plication. It is in an oil sand so coarse
as to resemble a conglomerate and
therefore extremely porous. We are
applying air to our part of the streak
but our neighbors defeat our inten-
tions entirely by merely leaving their
wells open so that all our air passes
out and the friction of the sand is so
slight that there is little or no pres-
sure on the sand such as is necessary
to make the air rush to vents. If any-
thing is happening to the oil at all,
it is merely moving off our lease on
to our neighbor's and there can be no
doubt that the gas is doing this
(Fig. 5).
"Condition C would be used where
the supply of water was from a river
or some similar source which would
have enough head above the sand so
that it could be depended on to keep
the dam tight against the air pressure.
"Encroaching floods of surface wa-
ter on oil sands are no invention, for
the Havener Run has been flooding
its sands for 50 years, and surface
water in the deep and noncaving wells
in Pennsylvania (1,600 ft. through
rock and shale) have flooded the
sands and driven the oil ahead of it
for years under 800-lb. pressure. But
the control of encroaching water by
'OIL'WATER
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means of an elastic cushion is brand
new. The difficulty heretofore experi-
enced in flooding sands in order to
drive oil to wells has been due to the
short time allowed to pump off the
oil while it was passing under the
well and before the water got to the
well, and also to the impossibility of
getting the oil that is not carried di-
rectly to an opening. The advance of
the flood is so slow that the gas has
time to escape before it through the
wells, and there is nothing but fric-
tion to retard the flood, since no gas
pressures have been set up. The oil
and water do not mix, the oil being
driven before the water as in Fig. 6
—
in A well X is pumping oil, in B well
X has been flooded out. In my meth-
od when the encroaching flood has
brought the oil to well X, the air
pressure is increased so as to check
the flood and give time for the oil to
be pumped or flowed off. This is ex-
actly what is being done now at Have-
ner Run. Wells are pumping oil
which, had it not been for the coun-
terpressure of the air on the flood,
would have been drowned out with
water from the run. The reverse of
this is often seen in fields after they
have been drilled. The wells let off
the gas pressure which has been re-
tarding the natural flood of salt wa-
ter, and when this pressure is re-
leased the water rushes in and
drowns out the wells, that is, makes
them pump nothing but salt water,
the oil being forced to another part
of the sand and often never found by
the drill.
"The process under (2) would be
to drive oil or gas by the advance
of a liquid under pressure until it
reached venting wells, and then to
reduce the liquid pressure and to in-
crease the elastic counterpressure un-
til time enough had elapsed to re-
move the oil. Then the advance of
the liquid would be continued until
another favorable point was reached.
(Note that flooding sands with fresh
water is unlawful in one or two states
but there is no law against using salt
water which is found in the sands
themselves.)
"It often happens that after air
pressures have been used for some
time the upper parts of the sand be-
come quite cleared of oil and the air
'blows' through from the pressure
well to the venting well without mov-
ing the oil at all. Methods have been
devised for lowering the casing in the
venting wells so that it extends al-
most to the bottom of the sand in or-
der to insure the pressure air trav-
ersing the fluid. An incidental advan-
tage of flood air is that the encroach-
ment of the flood raises the fluid level
(oil and water) and in cases of in-
equality in the roof of the sand the
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oil may cut off the air passage en-
tirely and so cause the air to strike
directly on the oil (Fig. 7). Alternat-
ing air and water pressures into the
rame well will accomplish the same
result through a limited space."
The method illustrated in Fig. 3
was put into operation on the Howard
farm in 1916.
The disclosures related in the letter
of December 15, 1915, resulted in the
U. S. Patent No. 1198078, granted
September 12, 1916, the first claim of
which reads, "the method of recover-
ing oil and gas which consists in
forming a liquid dam under pressure
in the oil-bearing sand to prevent the
escape of the entrapped oil and gas
and applying pressure independent of
the liquid to said oil and gas to vent
them."
Combination of Idea of Conjoint
Injection With Present-Day
Knowledge of Reservoir
Behavior
Water under static head is the prime
mover in producing oil and gas from
most oil-field reservoirs. It makes gas
a secondary mover by compressing it
and keeping it in solution in the oil.
The combination of energy from hy-
drostatic head and fluidity from dis-
solved gas provides the ideal motive
power for venting oil as long as the
reservoir retains sufficient pressure,
but abruptly ceases to work when the
pressure is lowered below a critical
point. Because the reservoir is in its
ideal condition to vent oil when un-
der original pressure and is ineffec-
tive as soon as the pressure is suffi-
ciently lowered, the logical procedure
must be to bring it back to its origi-
nal ideal state by injecting the same
elements, water and gas, which pro-
duced the former perfect setup. Such
a method is advocated in the patent
described above and is made still more
pertinent by the new knowledge of
reservoir behavior learned since the
first World War.
Between the first and the present
World Wars three pressure-mainte-
nance production practices have been
developed which lead to conjoint in-
jection of water and gas as their logi-
cal culmination. These are pressure
maintenance by (1) restriction of out-
put of gas, oil, and water; (2) restric-
tion of output combined with water
injection; and (3) restriction of out-
FLOWING OIL WELL ~Q PRODUCTION RESTRICTED Q-— FLOWING OIL WELL
PINCHED IN
Fig. 9: Pressure maintenance by restriction o/ oil and gas production
Fig. 9 illustrates a section through an oil reservoir, showing the relations of gas, oil,
water, and wells to the oil production. On the right is shown a gas cap with oil below
and water at the bottom. In each case the amount flowing from the well is regulated to
retard as much as possible the pressure drop caused by unloading the reservoir. In it an
attempt is made to balance oil and gas withdrawal to the influx of edgewater. The
difficulty encountered is that when oil and gas are withdrawn, the water encroachment
forces oil into the abandoned part of the gas cap, and such oil can never be recovered
from the sand
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put combined with injection of gas.
(1) Pressure Maintenance by Restric-
tion of Output (or Retarding of
Pressure Drop) (See Fig. 9)
This procedure would be more ef-
ficient were there no obstacle to the
free flow of the fluids from the edge
water through the sand, to and out
of the well. It is less efficient with
greater distances or with lesser per-
meabilities in the strata through which
the fluids must pass. Almost never is
the permeability of the sand in a
field of average size so high that wa-
ter can flow in from the edge as fast
as oil and gas flow out through wide-
open flowing wells. In order to main-
tain as nearly as possible the original
reservoir pressure, it is now common
practice to pinch in the flowing wells
in an effort to conserve the pressure
by balancing the output of the wells
with the advance of edge water. This
is seldom possible, the best result ob-
tainable in practice being a slowing
down of the rate of pressure loss.
Gradually the pressures fall to
points at which gas is released from
solution in the oil, farther and farther
back from the well, increasing the
viscosity of the oil at the very time
that there is less power to move it.
A lag is set up between the propulsive
action at the edge water oil contact
and the well so that increasing areas
of sand between are under decreasing
pressure in the direction of the well.
Eventually the oil in areas surround-
ing the output wells is without any
appreciable motive power. Before this
condition is reached, however, the
PRODUCERS
Fig. 10: Pressure maintenance by water
injection and restriction of oil and gas
production
Fig. 11: Pressure maintenance by gas in-
jection and restriction of oil and gas pro-
duction
Fig. 10 illustrates a section through half an oil field on an anticlinal closure in which
oil with its dissolved gas occupies the higher part and water under pressure occupies
the lower part. Pressure maintenance to overcome the drop due to withdrawal through
the producing wells and the lag due to friction encountered in the movement of oil and
water through the sand is accomplished by injecting water from the surface into the
water in the structure. The success of this practice usuaJIy depends on a restriction of
withdrawal of oil and gas from the producing wells because it is difficult to balance
input with output under conditions of open flow. All gas withdrawn is lost to the reservoir.
The application of this method is best illustrated in the East Texas pool
Fig. 11 is a simplified diagrammatic illustration of the process of injecting gas into an
anticlinal structure in order to increase ultimate production of oil. Gas is injected into
an existing gas cap. If no gas cap were present, the top of the structure would be
occupied by oil saturated with dissolved gas, and the pressure-making gas would be
discharged into the oil. The procedure is usually combined with restrictions on oil with-
drawals in order to prevent rapid increase in gas-oil ratios. Edgewater encroachment
cannot make up for the void caused by the removal of oil. The process is well illustrated at
Louden, Illinois
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12 PRESSURE MAINTENANCE BY CONJOINT
process has proved to be far more
efficient than production under un-
restricted flow.
(2) Pressure Maintenance by Output
Restriction and Water Injection
(See Fig. 10)
Pressure maintenance by injection
of water into the inward moving edge
water surrounding or adjoining an oil
pool and a restriction of oil produc-
tion to equal the volumes cf encroach-
ing water, as is being done in East
Texas, is now an approved produc-
tion practice.
Carll recommended it in the early
days of oil production. It is a prin-
ciple suggested by natural water en-
croachment and borrowed from line-
drive flooding. The present-day need
for underground disposal of large
quantities of salt water that is
pumped from other oil-producing
horizons gives a new supply of flood-
ing fluid and a new reason for water
injection. In theory, the water around
the pool must be constricted by its
own inflow and by injection of water
from the surface or upper sands to
such an extent that the oil and gas
within the reservoir remain constant-
ly under the original pressure. But,
in practice, whenever the distances
are great and the sands are of low
permeability, pressures are bound to
decrease toward the center of the
pool to such an extent that part of
the oil gives up its gas from solution,
with a consequent loss in motive
power which partly defeats the pur-
Fig. 13 shows by well locations, contours,
and section, a picture of an Illinois oil pool,
and illustrates the way conjoint injection
of water and gas may be used to regain
original reservoir energy. The section is
diagramatic only. Wells shown on if do
not repeat on confour drawing and vice
versa. Such a pool is not too large in
extent to be influenced all over by artilicial
means. Water hem upper sands as well as
trcm the oil-producing sand may be used,
and the available volume ol this water is
practically limitless. Gas vented Irom the
oil-producing formation may be augmented
by air so that the availability of this pres-
sure restoring medium also becomes un-
limited
pose of the method. Also, since only
water is injected, all gas not used for
fuel is wasted. Where the sands are
highly permeable, as in the East
Texas field, the augmented water
pressure may keep the whole body
of oil under sufficient pressure to
hold the gas in solution until it flows
with the oil from the wells. Degree of
permeability and amount of pressure
is the measure of efficiency of this
production method.
Oil production must also be re-
stricted except in pools with sand of
such high permeability and under
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Fig. 13: Well density and contours showing
structure
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such high water pressure that the in-
jected and encroaching water follows
up the removal of oil to the point
that the sand is kept completely sat-
urated above the critical pressure
throughout the entire life of the wells.
Such a condition seldom exists be-
cause the permeability of a sand body
is never uniformly high and this is a
requisite for completely successful re-
sults. In general, however, this pro-
duction method, as best illustrated in
East Texas, is an important improve-
ment.
(3) Pressure Maintenance by Output
Restriction and Gas Injection
(See Fig. 11)
This phase of pressure maintenance
is the practice of injecting gas into
an existing gas cap overlying gas-sat-
urated oil or into the gas -saturated
oil itself. Where water under pressure
is present around and below the oil
and there is a gas cap above it, in-
creased or maintained pressures on
the gas cap keep the underlying wa-
ter from raising oil into the gas sand
from which it cannot be recovered.
Gas pumped into the gas cap or
pumped in to form a gas cap of its
own, vents oil on the same principle
as the seltzer bottle. Later comes the
process of venting oil by the move-
ment of gas through the sand. The
movement of gas from input to output
wells increases production by absorb-
ing and carrying along with it the
lighter constituents of the oil and by
blowing oil to the wells in the direc-
tion of gas travel.
A considerable part of the gas pro-
duced is not available for return to
the formation because it requires
prohibitive amounts of machinery,
because part of the gas must be used
for fuel, and because its heavy va-
pors are commonly removed in gaso-
line plants. Consequently, there is
never enough gas returned to make
up for oil and gas withdrawals so
that the reservoir pressure is grad-
ually reduced. Even if gas were re-
turned in sufficient amount to com-
pensate for the water, oil, and gas
taken out, the slow rate of absorption
of gas in oil would cause expansion
of the gas cap and increased gas-oil
ratios. Natural edge-water encroach-
ment is seldom fast enough to make
an appreciable reduction in the
amount of gas required. The problem
is usually solved by reducing the
withdrawal of the oil and water to
the point at which it does not lower
the reservoir pressure. This takes
more time to deplete the pool, and
time costs money.
The efficiency of the method of
pressure maintenance by gas injec-
tion depends en the proportion of oil
in the sand that can be vented by
means of gas. This is usually much
less than the proportion that can be
vented by water. Also in practice,
pressure maintenance by gas injec-
tion has a very short life span as
compared to the producing life of the
field, beyond which span it is im-
possible to maintain pressures high
enough to keep original gas in solu-
tion without producing too high a
gas-oil ratio. Because the amount of
oil in the reservoir is constantly de-
creasing and a constant amount of
gas is being pumped in, more and
more gas stays out of solution and
exists as free gas in caps resulting
in an increasing gas-oil ratio. The
process eventually changes into a re-
pressuring operation. In many pools
distances from edge water to edge
water are so great that water en-
croachment has little influence. Pres-
sure maintenance by gas injection is,
however, a great improvement over
primary methods of production as has
been proved in the Louden pool in
Illinois.
Pressure Maintenance by Conjoint
Water and Gas Injection
(See Fig. 12)
A reservoir that contains water un-
der pressure around its lower perime-
ter, contacting a central oil body that
is charged with gas in solution, either
with or without a gas cap, is in the
ideal condition for giving up its oil.
When pierced by wells, the oil flows,
and at no later time is so efficient a
means for capturing oil provided.
Since this is the ideal setup, the ideal
solution for a continuance of similar
results must be the provision of
means for keeping the pool in its
original condition. The logical proce-
dure then must be the conjoint in-
14
jection of gas and water, each forced
into the stratum in the areas where
each kind of fluid was originally
found.
Such a method combines all the
advantages of the restricted output,
the gas injection, and the water-injec-
tion-maintenance methods just de-
scribed. Conjoint injection has the
added advantages of halving distances
and doubling areas of pressure. The
water boundary is contracted by add-
ing enough water to keep the dimin-
ishing area of oil sand always com-
pletely saturated at the original pres-
sure, and gas is returned in the
amount currently liberated with the
oil. Thus greater quantity of oil may
be withdrawn without lowering pres-
sures. The wells might be kept flow-
ing for their entire life, and the
quantity cf oil and gas removed at all
times might be held more nearly to
the initial production of the wells.
Since water can be injected in a wide
circumference, great quantities can
be used without causing a too-rapid
invasion of the oil-filled center of the
field, resulting in a duplication of nat-
ural encroachment with its well-
known long production life.
Unitization
The physical elements involved in
retaining the ideal conditions of a
virgin field have been described. In
order to carry out the method suc-
cessfully, a field must be operated as
a unit. However, when there is di-
verse ownership, unitization is often
difficult to obtain.
Unitization should be easier to bring
about now than it has been in the
past for these good reasons: Its value
is known, the inevitable shortage
makes efficient extraction of oil im-
perative, and the war emergency ap-
peals at the same time to enlight-
ened self-interest and patriotic duty
to produce for victory.
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